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Chelation Therapy is the alternative to invasive surgeries such as angioplasty and bypass. It has

been shown to effectively clean out clogged arteries. Chelation therapy is not new; it has been used

for over 13-years. Do you suffer for the following symptoms: Night Cramp in hands or feet, Fingers

or toes that often feel cold, Your arms or legs often "go to sleep", Is there a diagonal crease in your

earlobe?, Do you experience numbness in the arms or legs?, A whitish ring under the outer cornea

in your eye?, Do your lips or fingers often have a tingling sensation?, Breathless with slight exertion

or when lying down?, On short walks, do your legs get aches or pains?, Is your memory worse than

it used to be?, Ankles that swell late in the day?, Has your blood pressure increased lately? If you

do then you need to read this book!!! Chelation Therapy utilizes oral chelation supplements, and

oral chelation products. It is an alternative medicine treatment protocol offering the best oral

chelation product and the best oral chelation therapy. Chelation Therapy is a book the bypass

surgeons DO NOT want you to read.
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This is a poorly written 70 page piece of tripe which is full of misinformation and downright lies. I

worked for 30 minutes on the internet to find out who the illustrious Dr Jay was - to no avail. There is

no mention of any school that he attended or any degree. He has multiple books and web sites. The

websites are all clones of one another, each one slightly customized. Dr Jay's position is that

chelation therapy does not work! While the cover would lead one to believe he was a proponent of

the therapy. Dr Jay has almost 80 books listed on  covering a wide variety of subjects. Some of

them have only three to five reviews, most have none, leading me to believe they have all been

written recently.

I am giving this piece of work only one star as the book was poorly written and edited. The

information was repeated several times and did not provide new topics of information. The book

does not explain anything in depth aside from the medical industry covering up data that actual

proves the safety and effectiveness of chelation therapy. Honestly, the book should be free as there

is not anything in this book that I can not find on my own with a quick three minute google search. At

the end of the pamphlet(it is not a book by any stretch of the imagination) I have not gathered one

piece of information that I did not know previously. Dr. Harry Jay should have taken time to produce

and compile research that was lengthy, worth reading, and engaging. He/she fell majorly short and

this discredits many natural minded physicians and healers that are trying to provide credible

information on this topic.

I have had Chelatian therapy and would never recommend it to anyone, it's dangerous. It striped the

iron out of my body, and I needed to have a blood transfusion as it made me dangerously anemic.



Material helpful

good information

Good information. Will act on what I learned.

This "book" consists of 13 pages of anecdotes, vague references to chelation compounds, and links

to the author's other "books". Wikipedia has far more information on chelation therapy for free.The

sole 5 star review was written by the author.A quick search of the Internet turned up a blog

describing an ex-con named Harry Jay Sherbondy whose past activities bear a striking resemblance

to "Dr. Harry Jay".[...]Coincidence? Maybe, but decide for yourself before buying.

After reading the product description I knew I had to read this book.I have been suffering from some

of these unusual symptoms and I was becoming quite worried.This book did a great job and

describing why I was suffering from these symptoms.Some very useful solutions where written in

the book.Great read and really fascinating!
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